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Dynamic Authorization: Solving New 
(and Old) Information Security Problems

Managing complex privacy protection and document management challenges

Dynamic Authorization from 
Axiomatics Helps Insurers 
Overcome These Challenges:

Old Challenges, New Opportunities

Consider this historic insurance tale uncovered in the UK’s Daily 
Telegraph 1: In 1768, Captain Cook took out a policy on his modest 
home near Assembly Row off London’s Mile End Road. The 
house was covered to a value of £600 and his annual premium 
was 11 shillings. The policy, which was taken out with The Sun 
Fire Office, is now - thanks to a number of mergers - in the hands 
of  the RSA Insurance Group.

This tale illustrates just one of the document management issues 
insurance companies face: insurance policies often run for a 
lifetime or more. During this time, only authorized users should 
have access to relevant information within the policy - no matter 
if it is the insurance policy owner, claimer, claims adjuster, agent, 
etc. – despite the fact that policies may be passed from insurer 
to insurer, and agent to agent.

For that reason, insurance companies depend on efficient access 
controls which meet their needs for highly dynamic information 
exchange. 

At Axiomatics we have encountered many different scenarios for 
which insurance companies find Attribute Based Access Control 
(ABAC) to be the best  fit. A common denominator is that dynamic 
authorization techniques help insurance companies become 
more competitive. Trust is a key value for the business. And if 
you trust your information systems to offer context-aware protection 
for secure information sharing, you can engage with customers 
and partner in new ways and thus enable new types of services 
for corporate and private clients as well as your agents and 
partners.

Collaborative Workflows
Most insurance companies have a nested value chain. Customer 
relations are managed via resellers and their agents or directly 
by corporate clients’ HR departments. The contractual relation 
between parties involved impacts who can exchange what 
information with whom. The relationship needs to be considered 
in access control rules. However, the structure and hierarchy of 
a company’s network of agents is subject to frequent change. 
Access controls must be able to adapt accordingly to secure 
privacy mandates and regulatory compliance.

 ■ Provide secure access to online services 
for corporate clients and end-users.

 ■ Ensure segregation of duties in claims 
processing. 

 ■ Facilitate data sharing between insurance 
agents and the agents of the agents. 

 ■ Safeguard privacy of archived sensitive 
information, possibly over decades, by 
ensuring only authorized users gain 
access. 

 ■ Enforce regulatory data protection 
regulations at state, national and global 
level.

 ■ Achieve and prove regulatory 
compliance.

Insurance companies face complex collaboration and information sharing challenges that are further 
complicated by the complex legal financial and data privacy frameworks that must be complied with.

1  According to The Telegraph, Nov 17, 2012,  http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/banksandfinance/insurance/9684079/
CharlesDarwinsinsurancedocumentsfoundbyRSA.html
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Claims administration is a core business process which also fully depends on efficient collaborative workflows. 
From the first report of a loss to final payments to beneficiaries, a complex chain of assessments – information 
exchange – and decisions follow. In this process, the company must control who gains access to what, where, 
when, why and how, aligned with legal frameworks and regulations. 

These are situations in which fine-grained access control brings tremendous benefits.

Document Management

To support business processes such as the above, insurance companies depend on secure document manage-
ment. Authorized users must gain access to all the records they need to get their job done. However, very often 
the information they need may be bundled with data which is not appropriate to share in the given context. 

Data gathered on an insurance policy owner often includes sensitive information, such as home address, bank 
details, family members, etc. If a policy is to be renewed an agent only needs to see the details of the previous 
policy, whilst a if a claim is being made, an adjuster may only need to view any recent claims, home address, and 
a related police report. If other sensitive information is made available it will be a privacy infringement. 

Documents in Workflows

Dynamic authorization based on  Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) enables this combination of advanced 
collaborative workflows and secure document management. Whether access to a document or record should be 
granted often depends on the state of the workflow, the purpose of use, the expertise of the user, the classification 
of the records and so on. 

Conventional access control models are based on the assumption that we can make static assignments of 
permissions to users, either directly or via roles.

This works in a static environment. But in the dynamic environment of modern insurance companies, it is simply 
not sufficient.

Using multiple attributes to manage access, by contrast, enables an organization to take a policy-based approach 
to authorization. This comes with an awareness of the context in which an access request is made; the purpose 
of use, the workflow phase, user competencies and registrations, the relation between the user and the data 
subject of records accessed, etc. Multiple attributes, rather than just the role of the user, are declared in the business 
policies controlling whether access should be granted or denied.

What are Axiomatics clients saying about our solution?

How do you define the success of the project? “Simple, no audit findings.” Head of Security Architecture, world’s 
second largest reinsurer.

“Suddenly IT security is becoming a business facilitator rather than a business prevention unit.” Head of IT Security 
at Switzerland’s leading health insurance company.

How would you have built this new service with previous access controls? “We wouldn’t. It simply wouldn’t have been 
possible”. IT Architect in multinational insurance company.


